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WHITE BEER
330 ML BOTTLES AND 30 L ONE WAY KEGS – 5,5% VOL/.ALC.

To create LA TROP®blanche, we developed a recipe inspired by the brewing traditions of the Flemish Brabant province of
Belgium, home to the villages of Tirlemont and Hoegaarden, yet imbued with the ambiance of the port of Saint-Tropez.
Like the wheat beers from this Belgian region, LA TROP®blanche is brewed from malted barley and soft wheat base, hops,
coriander seeds and citrus peel.
We have therefore opted for a cool and refreshing beer profile, which is particularly appreciated in our Provençal climate. A
slight cloudiness, typical for this type of beer, is a good indicator of quality. It is due to the presence of suspended yeasts
from the fermentation.
BRASSERIE CARTERON now operates in a larger scale facility, yet one, which remains on a human scale. Here, we have total
mastery of the techniques required to produce our recipes, with a Quality Assurance Department on hand to guarantee the
consistency of our products.
The combination of citrus peel and coriander imparts a fresh character. LA TROP®blanche’s aromas and bright appearance
gently unveil a lovely fusion of citrus, coriander and beer.

TASTING NOTES
Pale yellow, naturally cloudy, very bright in appearance.
The bubbles are fine and even. The foam is light, slightly dense and
a little bit sticky.
Fresh and spicy on the nose. The malty, slight acid sensation on entry
to the palate is typical of a wheat beer. Then the citrus aromas come
through and coat the bitter-sweetness.
Clean on the palate. The careful selection of hops, supported by the
wheat, imparts an elegant bitterness. Orange peel notes and lime
aromas enhance its overall freshness. The finish, which is slightly
spicy from the coriander, gives the beer a nice thirst-quenching
quality
FOOR PAIRING TIPS
Drink it on its own as an aperitif, or to accompany food, such as
seafood, tuna carpaccio, tartare of sea bream or grilled chicken.
Enjoy it in summertime of course, but why not all year round, like a
real “witbier”.
Shelf Life: 24 months/bottles – 12 months/one way kegs
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